In this paper we obtain some uniform laws of large numbers and functional central limit theorems for sequential empirical measure processes indexed by classes of product functions satisfying appropriate Vapnik-Červonenkis properties.
Introduction
Let (X n ) n≥1 be a sequence of i.i.d. random variables of law ν, defined on a probability space (Ω, A, P ) and taking values in some measurable space (U, U). Let Q be a class of measurable functions 
is called the sequential empirical measure process (s.e.m.p.) indexed by Q.
It is known that any symmetric statistic can be seen as a functional of the classical empirical measure. The fact that the sequential empirical measure
δ (i/n,X i )
enables to reconstruct the whole sequence X 1 , ..., X n (rather than the sample up to a permutation) makes of P n a very flexible tool to represent complex and highly non-symmetric statistics. One can, for instance think of two-sample sequential rank statistics, V -statistics or fractional ARIMA processes as treated in Barbe and Broniatowski [1997] , [1998a] and [1998b] . In these references, sequential empirical measure representations allowed to obtain functional large deviation principles for classes of complex statistics as the ones evoked. Weak convergence in the case in which Q = 1 [0,t] · f : 0 < t ≤ 1, f ∈ F , where F is a Donsker class, has been treated in van der Vaart and Wellner [1996] . In that case, it was found that weak convergence occured in ℓ ∞ ([0, 1] × F) , the limiting process being the standard Kiefer-Müller process indexed by [0, 1] × F.
The aim of this paper is to obtain uniform laws of large numbers (U.L.L.N's) and functional central limit theorems (F.C.L.T's) for sequential empirical measure processes indexed by classes of product functions satisfying certain properties. Our results generalize those in van der Vaart and Wellner [1996] and allow to obtain uniform results for classes of non-symmetric statistics of independent random variables whose laws depend non linearly on time. More precisely, let H ⊂ R [0, 1] and G ⊂ R U be two classes of functions. Define the class F π H · G {f = hg : h ∈ H, g ∈ G} .
In the sequel, we will consider combinations of the following three conditions:
(H1) H is a uniformly bounded Vapnik-Červonenkis graph class (V.C.G.C.) of almost everywhere continuous functions;
(H2) G is a V.C.G.C. with envelope G ∈ L 1 (ν) such that, for all x ∈ U, G (x) < +∞.
(H3) G is a V.C.G.C. with envelope G ∈ L 2 (ν) such that, for all x ∈ U, G (x) < +∞.
For an extensive account on Vapnik-Červonenkis Theory, the reader is referred to Chapter 4 of Dudley [1999] . To avoid any measurability issues, all function classes considered in this paper will be assumed to be permissible in the sense of Appendix C of Pollard [1984] . We will now introduce some notation to be used throughout the paper. First note that, since ν is a finite measure, condition (H3) implies condition (H2) but the converse fails in general. We will write F π ∈ π (νG, J-V C) if conditions (H1) and (H2) are verified and if F π is jointly a V.C.G.C. (i.e. as a function of two variables). We will write F π ∈ π νG 2 , J-V C if conditions (H1) and (H3) are verified and if F π (as a function of two variables) is a V.C.G.C.. Finally, we will write F π ∈ π (U B, M -V C) if condition (H1) is verified and condition (H2) (or, equivalently, condition (H3)) is verified with G a constant function, i.e. G is uniformly bounded as well.
In this respect, it is to be noticed that V.C. properties of two function classes are not inherited by the class of their pointwise products. Similarly, a V.C.G.C. of functions of two variables does not transmit its V.C. properties to the two classes of one variable obtained by marginalization or projection. For more details, the reader is referred to Dudley [1999] and Stelgle ad Yukich [1989] . In the sequel, whenever a uniformly bounded class of function is considered, it will be tacitly assumed, without loss of generality, that the envelope is identically equal to 1. Since condition (H1) ensures Riemann integrability of every h ∈ H (see Ash [1972] , Theorem 1.7.1), we have that, for all h ∈ H,
where
will be referred to as the uniform discrete measure on [0, 1] and where λ denotes the trace of Lebsegue measure on [0, 1] . The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 the main results uniform laws of large numbers are presented and discussed. The same is done in Section 3 for functional central limit theorems. All the proofs are contained in the last section.
Uniform laws of large numbers
We start with some classical results. Let (Υ, E) be a measurable space and let F be a class of E-measurable functions f : (Υ, E) → (R, B (R)) . Let F be an E-measurable envelope of F. Let (w ni ) n≥1,1≤i≤i(n) , with lim n i (n) = +∞, be a triangular array of random probability measures on (Υ, E) , and let (ξ ni ) n≥1,1≤i≤i(n) be a triangular array of real-valued random variables defined on (Υ, E). The F-indexed stochastic process
is called random measure process. General random measure processes have been introduced and studied in Gaenssler [1992 Gaenssler [ , 1993 To see that sequential empirical measure processes are special cases of random measure processes, it suffices to take Υ = [0, 1] × U, E = B ([0, 1]) ⊗ U, i (n) = n, ξ ni ≡ n −1 and w ni = δ (i/n,X i ) . In Gaenssler, Rost and Ziegler [1998] , the following result is shown:
Theorem 1 (Gaenssler, Rost and Ziegler 1998) . Assume the following conditions hold:
(ii) There exists δ 1 > 0 such that
of random covering numbers is stochastically bounded, where the random measure µ nδ is defined by
and the random pseudo-metric d
Then, the sequence {S n (f ) : f ∈ F} , n ≥ 1, of random measure processes as defined in (2) verifies the following version of the L p -uniform law of large numbers:
The reader is referred to Section 4.1 for the definition of covering numbers. As a consequence of Theorem 1, we have the following U.L.L.N. for F π -indexed sequential empirical measure processes
If, moreover, the class H in the definition of F π is such that
On the other hand, if
If, moreover, condition (4) holds, then, for all p ≥ 1,
Proof. If F π ∈ π (U B, M -V C) or F π ∈ π νG 1 , J-V C , and taking f = hg, then 
where · p denotes the L p (ν) norm. The term A (n) converges to 0 by (6); as for the term B (n) , noting that G ≡ 1 is an envelope of G,
Since we have set ν (G) = 1, by convention. Covergence to 0 of B (n) follows from (4). The case F π ∈ π (νG, J-V C) can be treated analogously. Conditions (i) and (ii) are verified immediately and condition (iii) follows from the fact that F π is a V.C.G.C.
If H verifies (4), we will say that H is uniformly Riemann-integrable. Here is an example of a uniformly Riemann-integrable class.
Example 3 Let H (T, C, β) , T, C, β > 0, the class of all Hölder functions of parameters C and β such that |h (0)| ≤ T. In other words, for all
First of all, note that H (T, C, β) is uniformly bounded. In fact, for all h ∈ H (T, C, β) and all
To show uniform Riemann-integrability, define the sequence of functions
Uniform Riemann-integrability follows since δ n = C/n β dos not depend on h.
Remark 4
Note that continuity is not necessary to achieve uniform Riemann-integrability. It suffices, in fact, to observe that the class
is uniformly Riemann-integrable. 
where λ n and λ denote, respectively, the discrete uniform measure and the trace of Lebesgue measure on [0, 1] . Let (X n ) n≥1 be an i.i.d. sequence of random variables of law ν defined on a probability space (Ω, A, P ) and taking values in some measurable space (U, U) . For all B ∈ B, define the B-empirical measure on (U, U) by
with the convention that ν n,B ≡ 0 if B ∩ 1 n , ..., 1 = ∅. With P n n −1 n i=1 δ (i/n,X i ) the sequential empirical measure, note that for B ∈ B and A ∈ U,
It turns out that the B-empirical measure verifies a Glivenko-Cantelli-type result (see Lemma 21) . This fact will be used later to prove the following version of the U.L.L.N. for 
Theorem 5 Let the notations of this section prevail. If W ⊂ U is a V.C.C. and if B # is a V.C.C. of regular Borel sets of
We end this section with some comments and an open problem. First, in the following two examples, we present special cases of V.C.C.'s of regular Borel sets satisfying (11) . In the third example we present a class of regular Borel-sets that is not a V.C.C. and for which (11) does not hold.
and t 2k−1 < t 2k , for all k = 1, ..., j. We will adopt the following convention:
where α, β denotes an open, closed or semi-open interval with extremes α < β. Define the class
In particular, B (1) = { 0, t : 0 < t ≤ 1} . It can be shown that B (2j + 1) is a V.C.C. of dimension 2j + 1 (see Dudley [1999] , Problem 4.11). On the other hand, for all B t 2j+1 ∈ B (2j + 1) , there exists a vector t 2j+1 ∈ T 2j+1 such that
and
It is easily seen that
converges to 0 and does not depend on the vector t 2j+1 , we have that, for all j ≥ 1,
Example 7 Fix j ∈ N + and a vector t 2j = (t 1 , ..., t 2j ) ∈ [0, 1] 2j with t 2k ≤ t 2k+1 for all k = 1, ..., j −1 and t 2k−1 < t 2k for all k = 1, ..., j. Let T 2j be the set of all such vectors. For all t 2j ∈ T 2j , let B t 2j ∈ B ([0, 1]) be defined by
where the notation α, β is defined in the previous Example. Define the class
Again, it can be shown that B (2j) is a V.C.C. of dimension 2j and
Here is a class of regular Borel sets, closely related to those treated in Examples 6 and 7, for which (11) does not hold
where B (n) is defined in Example 6 or 7 according to whether n is odd or even, respectively. To see that (11) does not hold for B ∞ , consider the sequence (B n ) n≥1 of Borel sets defined by
Finally, note that B ∞ is clearly not a V.C.C.
Here is the statement of the announced open problem:
Problem. Is it possible to establish a U.L.L.N. along the lines of Theorem 5 for sequential empirical measure processes indexed by the class
where W ⊂ U is a V.C.C. and where B * is an arbitrary class of regular Borel sets (not necessarily a C.V.C.)?
Clearly, if B * is not a V.C.C., Theorem 5 does not apply. Moreover, our techniques are not conclusive. In fact, rehearsing the proof in section 4.2, one is confronted with studying the convergence of the double series
where D is a strictly positive natural number and c is a positive real number. Now, if c > log 2,
whereas, if c ≤ log 2,
2 e c n = +∞.
Functional central limit theorems
This section is devoted to obtaining functional central limit theorems for sequences of F π -indexed sequential empirical measure processes, when F π ∈ π νG 2 , J-V C and F π ∈ π (U B, M -V C) . Obtaining F.C.L.T's amounts essentially to proving two facts: (i) convergence of finite dimentional distributions of the sequence to those of a centered Gaussian process and (ii) asymptotic equicontinuity of the sequence of processes. We start by showing convergence of finite-dimensional laws. Note that this will be done for a much larger class than those mainly considered in this paper. The reason for this is to exhibit the limiting Gaussian process one needs to consider in view of possible generalizations of our results. Let Q be the class of all (B ([0, 1]) ⊗ U)-measurable functions q ∈ R [0,1]×U such that the following two conditions hold:
(b) for all q ∈ Q and all x ∈ U, the function
is λ-almost everywhere continuous.
Consider the sequence of Q-indexed s.e.m.p.'s {Z n (q) : q ∈ Q} , n ≥ 1, where, for each q ∈ Q and n ≥ 1,
the quantity P n (q) being defined in (1) and λ n denoting the discrete uniform measure on [0, 1]. Let {Z (q) : q ∈ Q} be a centered Gaussian process whose covariance structure is given by
where λ is the trace of Lebesgue measure on [0, 1] , where
and where
, then the covariance structure described in (13) defines that of the classical Kiefer process on [0, 1] 2 . In the next section, we will prove the following
Proposition 9
The finite dimensional laws of the sequence of Q-indexed s.e.m.p.'s {Z n (q) : q ∈ Q} , n ≥ 1, converge to those of the centered Gaussian process {Z (q) : q ∈ Q} whose covariance structure is given by (13) .
We will first use the Lindeberg central limit theorem to prove that, for all q ∈ Q, the sequence of random variables Z n (q) , n ≥ 1, converges in law to Z (q) . The proof of Proposition 9 will be then completed by an application of the Cramér-Wold device.
In what follows, we analyze more closely the defining conditions of the class Q. First of all, we observe that for all q ∈ Q, the function
is Riemann-integrable. In fact, condition (b) implies that, for all 1 ≤ p < +∞, the function s → q p (s, x) is λ-almost everywhere continuous for all x ∈ U. This, in turn, implies the λ-almost everywhere continuity of
for all 1 ≤ p < +∞ and in particular for p = 2. Now, condition (a) implies the boundedness of ν q 2 : [0, 1] → R, since this conditions ensures the existence of a function g q : U → R such that, for all s
Riemann-integrability of ν q 2 (·) follows by Theorem 1.7.1 in Ash [1972] . This fact has an important consequence for our purposes. Namely
a condition without which applying Lindeberg central limit theorem would be impossible. Moreover, Q is a linear space. In other words, for all (
is an element of Q. In fact, it is immediately seen that q Σ verifies condition (b). As for condition (a), observe that, for all (s,
where M Σ max 1≤j≤K |a j | is a positive (finite) constant and where g q 1 , ..., g q K are elements L 2 (ν) whose existence is guaranteed by condition (b). Cauchy-Scwartz inequality now gives
proving that q Σ verifies condition (a). Once more, this is key to employing the Cramér-Wold device.
Let us return to F π -indexed s.e.m.p.'s with F π ∈ π νG 2 , J-V C or F π ∈ π (U B, M -V C) . It is trivial to see that, in both cases, F π ⊂ Q. Now for all f 1 , f 2 ∈ F π = H · G, write f 1 = h 1 g 1 and f 2 = h 2 g 2 , with h 1 , h 2 ∈ H ⊂ R [0,1] and g 1 , g 2 ∈ G ⊂ R U , to see that the covariance structure of the F π -indexed limiting centered Gaussian process {Z (f ) : f ∈ F π } is given by
In the next section we will prove weak convergence of the sequence of s.e.m.p.'s {Z n (f ) : f ∈ F π } , n ≥ 1, to a centered Gaussian process with uniformly bounded and uniformly continuous sample paths and covariance function given by (15) , both when F π ∈ π νG 2 , J-V C and F π ∈ π (U B, M -V C) . By "weak convergence" we mean in the sense of Hoffman-Jørgensen L-convergence (see Hoffmann Jørgensen [1991] ). Observe, in fact, that the sequence of processes Z n , n ≥ 1, can be seen as a sequence of random quantities (i.e. not necessarily measurable) with sample paths in the pseudo-metric space ℓ ∞ (F π ) , · Fπ , where · Fπ denotes the sup norm defined by · Fπ sup f ∈Fπ |·| . Towards our aim, we need to show that there exists a version of the limiting Gaussian process with uniformly bounded and uniformly continuous sample paths, a fact for which one only needs that the sub-space U B b (F π , d) , · Fπ of uniformly bounded and uniformly continuous functions (with respect to some metric d) to be a separable subset of ℓ ∞ (F π ) , · Fπ . For this, it is suffices that (F π , d) be a totally bounded pseudometric space. That is why, from now on, F π will be endowed with the totally bounded pseudometric (see the section 4.1 for the proof)
where d (2) λ and d (2) ν denote, respectively, the L 2 (λ) pseudometric on H and the L 2 (ν) pseudo metric on G. Once this result is at hand, we will need to prove asymptotic (d-)equicontinuity of the sequence Z n , n ≥ 1. We will denote the fact that Z n converges weakly to a separable centres Gaussian process Z with uniformly bounded and uniformly continuous sample paths by writing, as in Ziegler [1997] (F π , d) . In the next section we will prove the following results:
As will be seen in the next section, Theorem 10 is in fact a corollary of the findings in Section 4.2 of Ziegler [1997] . As for the proof of Theorem 11, we will use a maximal inequality stated in 
Example 13 We show that the class H (T, C, β) defined in Example 3 satisfies (16). Incidentally, observe that condition (3) of Example 12 does not hold for H (T, C, β) . Now, for all h 1 , h 2 ∈ H (T, C, β) , define the two respective function sequences
Then, for all n ≥ 1,
It follows that
Note that
Since, by Cauchy-Schwartz inequality and uniform boudedness of H (T, C, β) (see Example 3),
and since, for all h ∈ H (T, C, β) and all
proceeding exactly as in Example 3, one has
λ (h n − h) 2 ≤ C 2 n 2β , so that lim n→+∞ sup h∈H(T,C,β) λ h 2 n − h 2 = 0.
Analogously, it is possible to show that
We have shown that (16) holds for H (T, C, β) .
Proofs

Ancillary lemmas
Here are the definition of covering numbers of a pseudo-metric space and the statements of four elementary facts regarding such quantities.
Definition 14 Let (M, d) be a pseudo-metric space. Given u > 0, a set
is called u-covering number of (M, d) .
Lemma 15 Let (M, d) be a metric space and let
M ′ ⊂ M. Then, for all u > 0, N u, M ′ , d ≤ N (u, M, d) .
Lemma 16 Let d and d ′ be two pseudo-metrics on some set M and suppose that, for all
Lemma 17 
Then, for all u > 0,
The remaining part of this section is devoted to the proof of some entropy properties of classes F π ∈ π (U B, M -V C) and F π ∈ π νG 2 , J-V C . We start by proving stochastic boudedness of some random covering numbers when F π ∈ π (U B, M -V C). This fact is used to show that F π -indexed s.e.m.p. verifies an L p -uniform law of large numbers (see Corollary 2). Let f, f 1 , f 2 ∈ F π ∈ π (U B, M -V C) and write f = hg, f i = h i g i , i = 1, 2, for some h, h 1 , h 2 ∈ H and g, g 1 , g 2 ∈ G. Define the quantities
, then, for all τ > 0, there exists a constant C, depending only on τ and the V.C. dimensions of classes H and G, such that, for all ω ∈ Ω and all n ≥ 1,
Pn ≤ C Proof. Let ν n and λ n denote, respectively, the (classical) empirical measure defined by ν n n −1 n i=1 δ X i and the discrete uniform measure on [0, 1] defined by λ n n −1 n i=1 δ {i/n} . For all f 1 = h 1 g 1 and f 2 = h 2 g 2 in F π ∈ π (U B, M -V C) , by uniform boudedness of classes H and G, it is immediately seen that, for all ω ∈ Ω and all n ≥ 1, d
(1)
where d
. By Lemma 16, we have that, for all τ > 0, all ω ∈ Ω and all n ≥ 1,
Equip H × G with the equivalence relation ∼ defined by
and let H × G be the subset of H × G obtained by choosing exactly one element from each equivalence class. Now the application b : H × G → F π : (h, g) → hg is a bijection so that, applying Lemma 18 then Lemma 15, one obtains that, for all τ > 0, all ω ∈ Ω and all n ≥ 1,
Lemma 17 with t = 1/2 now gives for all ω ∈ Ω and all n ≥ 1,
νn .
Since H is a V.C.G.C. and λ n is a finite measure for all n ≥ 1, for all ε > 0, there exists a constant C 1 depending only on ε and on the V.C. dimension of H such that, for all n ≥ 1, N ε, H, d
(1) λn ≤ C 1 . Analogously, since G is a V.C.G.C. and ν n is a finite measure for all ω ∈ Ω and all n ≥ 1, for all ε > 0, there exists a constant C 2 depending only on ε and the V.C. dimension of G such that, for all ω ∈ Ω and n ≥ 1, N ε, G, d
(1) νn ≤ C 2 . Take τ = 2ε. Combining inequalities (17), (18) and (19) gives
The proof is complete with C = C 1 C 2 .
We now turn to the case F π ∈ π νG 2 , J-V C . First of all, we show F π can be made into a totally bouded pseudo-metric space. Let d (2) λ and d (2) ν be the L 2 (λ) and the L 2 (ν) pseudo-metrics on H and G, respectively. Endow F π with the pseudo-metric
where f 1 = h 1 g 1 and f 2 = h 2 g 2 are any two elements of F π . It suffices to rehearse the arguments in the proof of Proposition 19 to show that, for all ε > 0,
and, therefore, that (F π , d) is totally bounded. This fact and the one presented in the following proposition are key to proving uniform central limit theorems for sequences of F π -indexed sequential empirical measure processes.
Proposition 20 Let (X n ) n≥1 be a sequence of i.i.d. random variables defined on a probability space (Ω, A, P ) and taking values in some measurable space (U, U). Let ν be the law of X 1 and let F π be a class of product functions f = hg, where h ∈ H ⊂ R [0,1] and g ∈ G ⊂ R U . Suppose H and G verify conditions (H1) and (H3), respectively. Let · (λn⊗ν) be the semi-norm on F π such that
where λ n is the discrete uniform measure on [0, 1] , and let d
(λn⊗ν) be the pseudo-metric on F π defined by
where (20) .
where G is the envelope of G. Then, assuming, without loss of generality, that ν G 2 = 1, we have sup
Taking limits, one has lim
Taking limits for α ↓ 0 completes the proof.
Proof of Theorem 5.
Here is the announced proof of the Glivenko-Cantelli type result for the B-indexed empirical measure 
where ν n,B is defined in 9.
Proof. The proof follows closely the lines of the arguments presented in Pollard [1984] , Section II.3, pages 13-16. Almost sure convergence follows by Borel-Cantelli Lemma, once we show that, for all ε > 0,
Define the sequence of natural numbers k B n n≥1
so that the B-empirical measure can be written
As in Pollard [1984] , it is possible to show that for all n ≥ 1 such that k B n ≥ 8ε −2 , P sup
where (σ n ) n≥1 is a sequence of Rademacher random variables independent of the sequence (X n ) n≥1 . Now we deal with the conditional probability
Since W is a V.C.C., once the x i 's are fixed, there exist sets
, where K B n coincides with the k B n -th shatter coefficient of W, not depending on the finite family x i :
Again, as in Pollard [1984] , apply the union bound followed by Hoeffding inequality then integrate out to obtain that, for all n ≥ 1 such that k B n ≥ 8ε −2 , P sup
Since W is a V.C.C., then K B n ≤ k B n + 1 S(W) , where S (W) is the V.C. dimension of W. Combining (22) and (23), it is enough to show that
Given B is a regular Borel set, then, by (8), lim n k B n n = λ (B) , so that, for sufficiently large n, there exists 0 < γ < λ (B) such that
We are now ready to prove Theorem 5. To prove (10) , it is enough to show that, for all b > 0,
As before, we need to find a suitable bound for
Let J n be the class of all subsets of 1 n , ..., 1 . Write
, k = 0, ..., n, is the class of all subsets of 1 n , ..., 1 of cardinality exactly equal to k. Define
and let
It follows that
, and where the last inequality follows from independence and identity in distribution of the X i 's. Now, apply (23) for B = [0, 1] to obtain
where m W (k) is the k-th shatter coefficient of W. Consequently,
To show (25) , it is therefore enough to show that
Since n ≥ k, we have exp − 
being constants depending only on classes W and B # , respectively. The convergence of the double series in the RHS of (26) follows if it holds that, for all c > 0,
which is, in turn, true if for all c > 0 and all
Elementary calculus gives
completing the proof of (10). As for (12) , just observe that
The first term of the RHS converges almost surely to 0 thanks to (27) so that the deterministic convergence to 0 described in (11) implies (12).
Functional central limit theorems
Let Q ⊂ R [0,1]×U be a class of B ([0, 1] ⊗ U)-measurable functions defined by conditions (a) and (b) of Section 3. Let (X n ) n≥1 be a sequence of i.i.d. random variables of law ν defined on a probability space (Ω, A, P ) and taking values in some measurable space (U, U) . As already announced in that Section, will will prove convergence of finite dimensional laws of the sequence of Q-indexed processes {Z n (q) : q ∈ Q} , n ≥ 1, where
λ n being the discrete uniform measure and P n (q) being defined in (1), to those of the Q-indexed centered Gaussian process {Z (q) : q ∈ Q} whose covariance structure is given by (13) . To begin with, we will prove that, for all q ∈ Q, Z n (q) L → Z (q) .We first need to make some remarks and introduce some notation. Note that if q ∈ Q thenq ∈ Q whereq is defined, for all (s,
Now, use the sequence (X n ) n≥1 to construct the triangular array (X in ) 1≤i≤n,n≥1 of independent random variables as follows:
whereq is defined in (28). Note that
and that
Proof. We first treat the case when (λ ⊗ ν) q 2 = 0. In this case, Z (q)
By condition (a) in section 3, by (14) and by the fact that, for all ε > 0,
for sufficiently large n, there exists 0 < γ < (λ ⊗ ν) q 2 such that, for all ε > 0,
which implies (29).
To complete the proof of Proposition 9, we will employ the Cramér-Wold device. Fix a natural number 1 ≤ K < +∞ and functions g 1 , ..., g K ∈ Q. Consider the random vector Z nK = (Z n (q 1 ) , ..., Z n (q K )) . To show that the sequence (Z nK ) n≥1 converges in law to the vector Z nK = (Z (q 1 ) , ..., Z (q K )) , it is enough to show that the sequence of random vectorsZ nK = (Z n (q 1 ) , ..., Z (q K )), n ≥ 1, converges in law to the random vectorZ nK = (Z (q 1 ) , ..., Z (q K )) . This is equivalent to showing that, for all (a 1 , ...,
It is easily seen that
and, since Q is a linear space, we have by Lemma 22,
Finally, it is easily seen that
Let's return back to F π -indexed s.e.m.p.'s with Consider the F-indexed stochastic processes {S n (f ) : f ∈ F} , n ≥ 1, where, for all n ≥ 1,
define the probability measureν
and the quantity a n (α) sup Theorem 10 is a corollary of Theorem 23. To see this, define the triangular array of rowwise independent random variables η ni = (i/n, X i ) , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, n ≤ 1, and observe that, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n and all n ≥ 1, the law of η ni is δ i/n ⊗ ν. The sequence of stochastic processes {S n (f ) : f ∈ F π } described in the statement Theorem 23 is nothing but the sequence of stochastic processes {Z n (f ) : f ∈ F π } . Now, (F π , d),
ν is a totally bouded and since any F π ∈ π νG 2 , J-V C is by definition a V.C.G.C., then it posseses a uniformly integrable L 2 -entropy. As for convergence of finite dimensional laws, since F π ⊂ Q, then the finite dimensional laws of the process Z n converge to those of Z. We are, therefore, only left with the verification of conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) of Theorem 23. Condition (i) is immediate since it translates as follows:
and G ∈ L 2 (ν) . Moreover, condition (iii) applied to our case becomes
which is true by dominated convergence, since G ∈ L 2 (ν) . Finally, condition (ii) is exactly the conclusion of Proposition 20.
We end this section with the proof of Theorem 11. All the other conditions being true as for the case of F π ∈ π νG 2 , J-V C , we only need to prove d-equicontinuity of the sequence F π -indexed stochastic processes {Z n (f ) : f ∈ F π } , when F π ∈ π (U B, M -V C). As argued in Ziegler [1997] , it is enough to show that lim C (n, α) = E (l n (α)) , and l n (α) = α 0 log N τ, F π , d (2) ρn dτ, α > 0.
Clearly, for all f 1 = h 1 g 1 and f 2 = h 2 g 2 in F π , all ω ∈ Ω and all n ≥ 1,
νn (g 1 , g 2 ) + d (2) λn (h 1 , h 2 ) , where
Rehearse the arguments of Proposition 19 to show that, for all ω ∈ Ω, all τ > 0 and all n ≥ 1,
λn N τ, G, d
It follows that, for all α > 0, all ω ∈ Ω and all n ≥ 1,
νn dτ.
Since, for all n ≥ 1, λ n is a finite measure on [0, 1] and since H is a V.C.G.C., then there exists a function γ H (τ ) such that, for all n ≥ 1, 
